**An - 28B1R BRYZA**

**GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS**

- **Aircraft:** An - 28B1R BRYZA
- **Length:** 13,10 m
- **Wingspan:** 22,06 m
- **Height:** 4,9 m
- **Max take-off weight:** 7.000 kg
- **Speed:** 350 km/hr
- **Endurance:** 3,5 hrs

**OVERVIEW**

The aircraft has the historic colours of Wellington 304, Bomb Squadron "Silesian Ground" named after Prince Józef Poniatowski. This aircraft has all its historical original colours. That's why "she" is called "White Lady". Its occasional painting was created in 2003, just before the Royal International Air Tattoo air show in Great Britain. The theme of this show was the 60th anniversary of the Battle of the Atlantic.

Missions performed:
1. Search and Rescue activities
2. Air reconnaissance missions
3. Identification of ships, tracking and cooperating with Polish Navy vessels
4. Ecological monitoring of Polish EEZ (Economic Exclusive Zone)
5. Executing recce and photographic intell missions
6. Transport missions